Research Line Lead

LOUIS PHILIPPE CARON
RESEARCH SCIENTIST

Earth Sciences - Climate Prediction Group

View Research Lines
- Atlantic Variability and Predictability
- Climate Model Initialization and Data Assimilation
- Forecast quality assessment of seasonal-to-decadal predictions
- Insurance Services
- Ocean Biogeochemistry and Climate Feedbacks
- Sea Ice Variability, Prediction and Impacts
- Tropical Cyclones

Research Line Department / Group Leaders

ALBERT SORET

EARTH SYSTEM SERVICES GROUP COORDINATOR

Earth Sciences - Earth System Services Group

View Research Lines
- Agriculture and water management services
- Insurance Services
- Solar energy services
- Urban development services
- Wind energy services

• Research Line Staff

LOUIS PHILIPPE CARON

RESEARCH SCIENTIST

Earth Sciences - Climate Prediction Group

View Research Lines
- Atlantic Variability and Predictability
- Climate Model Initialization and Data Assimilation
- Forecast quality assessment of seasonal-to-decadal predictions
- Insurance Services
- Ocean Biogeochemistry and Climate Feedbacks
- Sea Ice Variability, Prediction and Impacts
- Tropical Cyclones
DRAGANA BOJOVIC

SOCIAL SCIENTIST

Earth Sciences - Earth System Services Group

View Research Lines
- Insurance Services

Barcelona Supercomputing Center - Centro Nacional de Supercomputación